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—Grady Booch

“The functions of a good software is to make 
the complex appear to be simple! !”



Number of API Calls

“It’s JUST calling 4 
APIs for loading one 
page; why are you 

making such a fuss 
about it?!” 

“Can’t you just handle 
that part of the logic 
client side? we don’t 

have time to add that 
now! “

“There is this user 
settings that needs 

to be saved, just do it 
on the client side!” 

Handling business logic Keeping local data

Common Mobile Engineer’s Pains



How many of you have wished to be able to do some 
backend work to avoid doing these things client side?



Usual Blockers

04. It all seems way too MUCH 
work to learn and start

02. Don’t know what tech stack to 
choose

03. Don’t know how to deploy or 
maintain a backend project

01. Don’t know where to start.



Cloud Functions to 
the Rescue 🚀



Code is stored in GCPServerless framework

Private and secure

Runs on event triggers 

Zero maintenance Deploy with one line

Cloud Functions

Integrates with FCM Integrates with third-party 
services and APIsCan run intensive tasks



New trigger types like 
Crashlytics velocity alerts 

Can execute more than one 
request at a time

Http functions can 
have a 1 hour time out

Cloud Functions V2



Quick Start - Google Cloud Panel
You can make your first function in 5 minutes through Google Cloud 
Panel!



Firebase CLI
Create Firebase 

project

Install node.js & 

Firebase CLI

Initialize your project 
with JavaScript or 

TypeScript

01 02 03

$ npm install -g firebase tools
$ firebase login
$ firebase init functions



Write Your 
Functions



Ship It! Ship It! Ship It!

Index.ts or index.js 
is the heart of your 

functions 

Write your code Test it Deploy it
You can easily run your 

functions locally and test it 
in the Firebase Local 

Emulator Suite

You can deploy it with 
one line of code!



Project Structure Using TypeScript

Project/ 
*functions/  # Directory containing functions code

*....

*Source/ # Directory containing TypeScript code

*index.ts # Main source file for your code
*....

Let’s Code



HTTPS callable functions
Data sent from the clients

Error handling

Add your business logic 

Return the result



Let’s Test It 

Save your code
Your IDE might not have 
autosave like Xcode :D

$ cd …/functions

Navigate to your 
functions folder 

$ npm run serve

In your package.json file 
you can see this line 

"serve": "npm run build && 
firebase emulators:start",

01. 02. 03.



Console Log



Emulator UI



Test It (With Postman)



Call Functions From Mobile Apps 

Call functions via 
Https requests

Call functions from 
your app with Cloud 

Functions SDK

Let’s Code



Importing the SDK

Call it like a 
normal swift 

function

Using Codable models for 
Request and Response



View Logs



So far we have 
written and 
tested our Cloud 
Function let’s 
deploy it!



Deploy with one line using CLI 
$ firebase deploy --only functions

When finished you’ll see



Check Out Firebase Console to View Your Functions



Where to Go From Here

Run functions on a 
schedule 🕚

Write functions that work with 
Firebase triggers such as Cloud  
Firestore 📁

Add security rules to 
your Cloud Functions or 
use App Check for 
protecting your API 
resources 🔒

Unit test your functions 👩💻



Next time you are in a situation where you 
desperately need a backend engineer’s help, 
just be your own saviour and do it with Cloud 

Functions! 



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik

THANKS!
Do you have any questions?

zamzampooya@gmail.com 
@zamzampooya

+45 31605586


